CONCRETE PRIMING & CLEANING
Save time and money on the job and keep your pump running smoothly
Concrete Pump Primer (Liquid) – EZ Prime
EZ Prime is the most innovative and effective concrete pump primer on the market. The
advanced EZ Prime packaging and liquid formula sets it apart from any other primer you
have ever used. It stores easily in 2 oz (56 g) packets, mixes within 2 minutes and
outperforms powder concrete pump primers. It’s compact packaging makes it easy to
store and transport. EZ Prime works well in extreme temperatures from freezing to 43°c.
On a windy day, EZ Prime's liquid formula won't blow away while pouring it out like other
powder primers. EZ Prime works when you do!.

Concrete Pump Primer (Powder) – Slick Willie 2
Slick Willie 2 is America's favourite powder concrete pump primer. It’s an industry-leader combining mixing
speed and performance. With its non-alkaline formula, Slick Willie 2 thickens quickly and will not dry out concrete.
Slick Willie 2 is easy to use and works with any type of concrete pump. Slick Willie 2 can be pumped into forms,
although we always recommend priming out of the pour. The powder concrete pump primer coats the inside wall of
your pipe and hose system, providing unmatched lubrication. Slick Willie 2 is chemically-neutral, environmentally safe
and available in 4 oz (112 g) bags. (Box or Pail: 50 ea. 4 oz (112 g) bags)

Refractory Pump Primer (Powder) – Prime-A-Pac
Prime-A-Pac is America's original pre-packaged concrete pump primer, Prime-A-Pac is
the first choice among refractory and line pumpers for its oatmeal-like consistency that
works on long runs, rubber hoses and difficult set-ups. Just one pail of this bentonite
clay-based formula contains the equivalent of 18 – 40 kg bags of Cement. Prime-A-Pac
quickly thickens so that you can prime upon arrival at the jobsite and it is the closest
substitute for cement slurries. Not for use in structural concrete. It is available in 2lb (0.9
kg) bags. (Box or Pail: of 18 ea. 32 oz (0.9 kg) bags)

Concrete Release Agent – Bio Slide
Bio Slide is a premium quality, all-natural form oil that facilitates the easy removal of concrete structures from forms
while minimizing voids, bug holes and form build-up. Designed to be applied with a single thin coat, Bio Slide reduces
waste and increases productivity. This advanced, all-natural formula, will not stain / discolour or clog spray tips, and is
easily applied with no unpleasant odour. Sold in a 19L drum.

Concrete Remover – Crete-Buster
Remove hardened concrete on your equipment with Crete-Buster. This environmentally-safe concrete remover even
works on hardened concrete. Simply add water to the concentrated solution, and it's ready to use. Ships as a
non-hazardous material formulation in concentrated form, which saves money on transportation costs. Crete-Buster
is hard on concrete but safe on paint, metal, glass, chrome and rubber. Crete-Buster does not contain salts, chlorides
or muratic acid, making it the ideal concrete remover for ready-mix trucks, concrete pumps and other equipment.

Concrete Retarder – Slow Willie
Slow Willie is a powdered concrete retarder conveniently packaged in easy-to- use 500 g bags. It's
easily mixed in with concrete after a pour so you can drive to the wash-out location or even during an
unplanned long stoppage on site, giving you greater control and helping to avoid a dreaded ‘boom
party’. This must-have concrete retarder saves you time and money. Delaying the setting time allows
the pump operator time to reach proper clean out locations. This pre-packaged retarder works well
with any mix and will not affect the concretes structural strength. One packet will delay the set time of
1m³ concrete by up to 3 hours.
Important: Please read the MSDS and product Instructions before use.

SAMPLES AVAILABLE!
Call Justin or Tim to place your order
1800 307 115 or 03 9931 4200
parts@cpemachinery.com.au

